
50 TIME-SAVING TIPS
FOR A POSITIVE

PERIMENOPAUSE



It is well known that your diet and lifestyle choices affect the
severity of your perimenopause symptoms.

When you eat well, move your body and master your mind, there
is no doubt that you will notice a significant improvement in how
your feel.  You will begin to feel more energised, calmer and more
in control.  

But as we know, life is busy and it can be hard to fit everything in,
particularly when we are lacking in motivation. 

So here is a list of 50 easy time saving tips which you can
incorporate into your day to day life.  

Start small, pick a couple which you feel could work for you,
commit to doing them for at least a week and see what happens. I
guarantee these small changes will start making a big impact.

Remember, nothing changes if nothing changes!



Overnight oats are a brilliant and quick breakfast. Combine 45g oats
with 100ml milk of your choice, add 1 tbsp chia seeds in a jar with
lid. Mix well and leave overnight in the fridge. Add toppings and
sweeten if desired in the morning. Make a batch for the week and
store in the fridge. 
Add a tbsp of chia seeds and flaxseeds to smoothies or fruit bowls
or to sugar free granola.
Get your greens in by eating eggs served on a toast with a handful of
spinach.
Throw some spinach into a smoothie.
Drink your cup of tea or coffee with breakfast, not on its own. This
will stop the crash later on.
Fill a 2 litre bottle of water up in the morning and be sure to take it
wherever you go and make sure you finish it by the end of the day.
If you want to eat something sweet, such as a biscuit or a slice of
cake, tagging it on to the end of a meal, as opposed to eating it as a
snack, will reduce a blood sugar spike.
Try adding frozen greens, carrots, sweetcorn and peas to soups,
curries and stews.
Frozen spinach and courgette work really well in fruit smoothies and
usually can’t be detected.
Use tinned beans, lentils and chickpeas to pad out soups, stews,
curries and sauces. 
Add a handful of puy lentils or quinoa to salads for added protein.
Keep some pre-cooked pouches of grains in the cupboard.
Merchant Gourmet do good ones including puy lentils, quinoa,
couscous  andfreekeh. They don’t have any additives, stabilisers or
preservatives.
Don’t overcook pasta as this helps slow the release of glucose in the
blood.
Keep the skin on fruit and veggies where possible for added fibre.
Roasting a whole butternut squash softens the skin, tastes great and
saves a massive amount of time and effort.
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16.  Add 2 tbsp of ground flaxseed to your meals and snacks throughout the
       day e.g. smoothies, porridge, salads, yoghurt 
17.  Always shake your plant milk before using as the added calcium settles 
       on the bottom.
18.   Keep old jars and bottles for batch-prepping breakfasts like overnight
        oats and to store leftovers.
19.  Try a teaspoon of vanilla bean paste in your porridge or Greek yoghurt.
       It has a rich flavour, but doesn’t contain added sugar.
20.  Replace simple carbs for wholegrain e.g. White bread for wholegrain
       bread.
21. Replace white potatoes for sweet potatoes.
22. Replace milk chocolate for dark chocolate (over 70% preferable).
23. Break up your day with a 1 minute meditation. Spend 20 seconds sitting   
      up straight but softening shoulders and jaws, 20 seconds focusing on
      your breath and 20 seconds scanning your body from head to toe. You
      will instantly feel more relaxed.
24. Chew your food more to reduce bloating (around 20 bites per mouthful!)
25. Take a few deep breaths before each meal (try the 5-5-7 breath – in for 5,  
       hold for 5, out for 7) to ensure you are in rest and digest mode.
26.  Fill your fruit bowl and think of it as your first port of call for snacks
       (ideally eaten with a few nuts to stabilise your body’s blood sugar levels)
27.  Eat a Medjool date stuffed with a teaspoon of nut butter straight from
       the freezer for a lovely, caramel-like texture. 
28.  Get a blast of daylight first thing in the morning to set your circadian
       ‘clock’ and dim the nights in the evening to help with melatonin
        production.
29.  Eat your breakfast outside or go for an early morning walk. 
30.  Try including some tryptophan containing foods in your evening meal to
        help with sleep (turkey, salmon, tofu, eggs, milk, banans, oats, broccoli).
31. Try wearing a pair of blue light blocking glasses. They have been proven
       to significantly improve sleep.
32. Swap coffee and tea for a herbal tea after 12pm.



33. Bulk cooking a few dishes in advance and freezing into portions makes it
      super easy to heat something up during the week.
34. Never just make one batch of anything. Double or treble the quantities of
      recipes and use as leftovers for lunch the next day or evening and freeze
      the rest. 
35. Throw your smoothie ingredients into your blender jug the night before 
      (without the liquid) and pop into the fridge.  Pour in your liquid in the
      morning, blend and go.
36. Chop up your salad or ingredients the night before, throw them together
       in the morning for a quick and easy packed lunch.
37. Make a large jar of dressing which can be used for salads throughout the
      week.
38. Get your shopping delivered.
39. Try not to pull hair back too tightly; use soft hair ties that don’t snag to
       protect hair.
40.  Be gentle when towel drying, brushing and detangling hair.
41.   Use exercise as a time to educate yourself by listening to podcasts and
        audio books.
42.   Break up exercise into small chunks throughout the day e.g. 10 squats
        whilst waiting for the kettle to boil.
43.   Put exercise in your calendar as an appointment that cannot be
        rescheduled.
44.  Always take the stairs rather than the lift.
45.  Allow enough time to walk rather than take a taxi.
46.  Keep weights or full bottles of water in the kitchen. Press them over your
        head whilst waiting for something to cook.
47.  Walk and talk when you are on the phone. If you can do it outside, even
        better.
48.  Invest in a standing desk.
49.   Where possible, choose organic. So much evidence proves that  
        pesticides used in conventional farming can mess with your hormones.
50.   Movement after a meal can help bring down high blood sugar levels. Tie
        this in with walking the dog, listening to a podcast, phoning your mum or
        some time being mindful.


